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World eeconomy
Europe’s failure to tackle its financial crisis forcefully has left the global econo-

my at risk of a deep and prolonged recession. For the time being, the Economist

Intelligence Unit still expects this outcome to be avoided, provided that the

European single currency does not collapse. But the uncertainty generated by

the debt crisis is already taking a toll, and we have therefore sharply lowered

our euro zone forecast for 2012. We have also trimmed some emerging-market

growth forecasts. 

World GDP will grow by 3.2% at purchasing-power parity in 2012, substantially

slower than in 2011. Definitions of what constitutes an outright recession vary,

but by any standards the world is still some distance from that scenario. A repeat

of the 2009 crash—which saw a contraction of nearly 1% in global GDP—is not

yet in prospect, despite the grim headlines emanating from Europe. That said,

the mere fact that the world is flirting with recession barely two years after the

last one ended underlines the severity of the shocks to the economy this year. 

By far the greatest risk to global growth comes from the euro zone. The dramat-

ic increase in market pressures on Italy since November has taken the crisis into

a dangerous new phase, as the EU’s bail-out fund is too small to finance the euro

zone’s third-largest economy. Efforts to preserve the euro zone and its common

currency have intensified, but the summit of EU leaders on December 8th-9th

disappointed. The aggressive short-term actions required to stem market volatil-

ity did not materialise, despite its billing as a “make or break” meeting.

As a result, the euro zone’s existential crisis will continue in 2012. We now

believe that the sort of go-slow policy approach adopted to date is unlikely to

work. For the single currency to survive, the European Central Bank (ECB) will

almost certainly have to intervene much more in the government bond mar-

kets—despite its own qualms, and in several respects those of Germany, about

the bank exceeding its mandate by acting as lender of last resort to governments. 

Will politicians and policymakers rise to the challenge? We continue to think

that fear of the enormous consequences of the euro’s collapse will ultimately

prompt the necessary response. But we attach a 40% probability to a failure that

leads to a break-up of the euro area in the next two years. Were that to happen,

the implications for countries and companies in Europe and globally would be

far worse than during the 2008-09 recession.

Our central forecast assumes the survival of the euro in its current form, but

even then the damage to euro zone economies will be severe. Indeed, the region

may already be in recession. Europe’s troubles are also being transmitted to the

The debt crisis in the euro zone is
dampening global growth
prospects

2012: AT A GLANCE

World GDP growth, at PPP 3.2%
World inflation (av) 3.2%
Oil/barrel (av, Brent) US$95.0
US$:€ (av) 1.28
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rest of the world through financial markets and the banking sector, denting

already-weak consumer and business sentiment. Growth in the US has held up

surprisingly well so far, but in 2012 the effects of the euro crisis will be more vis-

ible across the Atlantic. Elsewhere, many export-dependent emerging markets in

Asia, Africa and Latin America are bracing for reduced import demand from

their biggest customers.

Developed wworld
The US economy continues to resist the turmoil spilling into its financial mar-

kets from Europe. Firms are hiring at a reasonable clip, manufacturers continue

to expand activity, and consumers have been surprisingly willing to spend,

especially since the holiday season has begun. This resilience is unlikely to last

long, as stockmarket volatility and pressure on banks will feed through into the

real economy. We expect GDP growth of 1.3% in 2012 and 1.8% in 2013. 

Inept fiscal policy poses risks to these forecasts. A bipartisan “super committee”

failed to agree on budget savings in November—an outcome that will trigger ill-

designed automatic spending cuts worth US$1.2trn over ten years. More imme-

diately, unless Congress agrees on how to pay for an extension, a package of

payroll tax cuts and emergency unemployment benefits is due to expire at the

end of 2011. Failure to compromise could send the economy back into recession.

Japan is one of the few economies that will improve in 2012, as it continues to

recover from the natural disaster that struck its north-east coast in March 2011.

Reconstruction efforts are already under way, and gave a robust boost to GDP

growth in the third quarter. Rebuilding will continue well into next year.

However, exporters are struggling with a strong yen and a deteriorating external

environment, which will take some gloss off the recovery.

The emergency meeting of European leaders in early December left markets

unsatisfied, largely because it was not accompanied by greater intervention by

the ECB, as had been hoped. Crucially, a new agreement over budget rules does

little to address immediate funding pressures or address the question of how

the region will return to growth. There is little prospect of a swift resolution to

the sovereign debt crisis, and banks are set to deleverage in 2012 as they react to

The US consumer comes to the 
rescue—but for how long?

A “make or break” summit on 
saving the euro disappoints

Heading into recession: euro zone manufacturers‘ new orders
(% change, month on month)

Source: European Commission.
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their own funding difficulties and try to meet stricter capital-adequacy require-

ments. Against this backdrop, we have made a further downward revision to

our growth forecast for the euro zone in 2012, to -1.2%, from -0.3% previously.

Emerging mmarkets
Economic growth is losing momentum in most emerging markets, as the risks

of an imported slowdown from the US and Europe take centre stage. In Asia,

the export recovery that supported growth in the past year has come to an

abrupt end as Western economies have faltered. Weakening demand in China

is also a worry, given its emergence as an engine of Asian regional growth. As

the global picture deteriorates, the Chinese government will implement what-

ever fiscal and monetary policy changes are needed to keep growth above 8%

next year. For now, this is unlikely to require another major stimulus package,

which would temporarily supercharge the Chinese economy at the cost of dras-

tically dimming its future growth prospects. 

The euro zone’s troubles are jeopardising the economic recovery in eastern

Europe. Recession in the euro zone will take a major toll on exports. Most omi-

nously, plans to strengthen the capital requirements of euro zone banks are like-

ly to trigger significant deleveraging and disinvestment in eastern Europe. We

have lowered our forecast for regional GDP growth in 2012 from 3.2% to 2.3%. 

Latin American economies are losing impetus after a very strong rebound last

year. Regional GDP growth is on course to slow further next year, to 3.5% from

4% in 2011. Facing the threat of a contraction in the euro zone and continued

anaemic growth in the US, many central banks are halting monetary tightening

or even reversing tack. Nonetheless, Asian demand for South American com-

modities will continue to support regional growth. 

In the Middle East and North Africa, the Arab Spring has brought economic dis-

ruption as well as political change to a number of countries. Higher global oil

prices and production have cushioned the impact on regional growth by allow-

ing some governments to unveil major increases in public spending. But the

region faces several challenges next year, including weaker European demand

and continuing political uncertainty. We have lowered our GDP growth forecast

for 2012 from 4.3% to 4%. This still represents an acceleration from this year,

reflecting the likelihood of recoveries in countries affected by unrest as well as

massive infrastructure investment in Saudi Arabia. In Sub-Saharan Africa, the

broader picture remains positive but the deteriorating global outlook is ampli-

fying short-term risks. We have revised down our GDP growth forecast for 2012

to 4.6%. 

Exchange rrates
Key global exchange rates have fluctuated sharply in 2011, in line with frequent

changes in risk tolerance. The US dollar has strengthened against emerging-mar-

ket currencies whenever investors have been in “risk-off” mode. Since May it

has also risen against the embattled euro, but by much less than might have

Exporters will face a tougher 
external environment in 2012

The economies hit hardest by the
Arab Spring are poised to rebound
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been expected. This is down to several factors, including the rally in German

government bonds and concerns about the US economy. Perhaps the most

important factor has been the repatriation of funds by euro zone banks, which

have been selling foreign assets to bolster their finances. However, the effects of

repatriations will eventually fade, and we expect the euro to weaken steadily in

value against the dollar in 2012. The euro/dollar exchange rate will average

US$1.28:€1 next year. The risks to the euro are on the downside.

Commodities
Commodity prices will remain hostage to sentiment surrounding the outcome

of the euro crisis and global economic prospects. A marked deterioration in con-

ditions in the euro zone could cause dramatic falls in commodity prices, given

the potentially severe consequences for global growth. Our core forecast is for

prices of most commodities to be lower on average in 2012, owing to slower

consumption growth and—depending on the commodity—some improvement

in supply. That said, low global interest rates and investors’ reluctance to hold

financial assets will offer some support to commodity prices. Oil prices will be

volatile. Consumption has slowed in China, and both US and EU oil demand

will contract again in 2012. The price of a barrel of Brent crude will fall from

US$111 on average in 2011 to US$95 next year. 

World economy: Forecast summary
2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016

Real GDP growth (%)
World (PPP* exchange rates) 5.2 2.5 -0.9 4.9 3.8 3.2 3.9 4.1 4.3 4.3

World (market exchange rates) 4.0 1.3 -2.5 3.9 2.6 2.0 2.7 2.9 3.0 3.0

US 1.9 -0.3 -3.5 3.0 1.7 1.3 1.8 2.2 2.3 2.3

Japan 2.3 -1.2 -6.3 4.1 -0.2 2.2 1.3 1.3 1.4 1.4

Euro area 2.9 0.3 -4.2 1.7 1.4 -1.2 0.6 1.4 1.3 1.7

China 14.2 9.6 9.2 10.4 9.2 8.2 8.5 8.0 8.0 8.0

Eastern Europe 7.5 4.5 -5.6 3.3 3.5 2.3 3.4 3.9 3.9 4.0

Asia & Australasia (excl Japan) 9.3 5.7 5.2 8.3 6.6 6.3 6.8 6.6 6.7 6.5

Latin America 5.6 4.0 -2.1 5.9 4.0 3.5 4.2 4.3 4.1 4.2

Middle East & North Africa 4.9 5.3 1.5 4.1 3.2 4.0 4.6 4.8 4.9 4.9

Sub-Saharan Africa 7.0 4.8 1.1 4.4 4.3 4.6 4.8 4.6 4.8 5.0

World inflation (%; av) 3.4 4.9 1.6 3.0 3.9 3.2 3.2 3.2 3.2 3.2

World trade growth (%) 7.1 2.8 -12.0 14.1 6.6 4.2 5.9 6.3 6.6 6.7

Commodities
Oil (US$/barrel; Brent) 72.71 97.66 61.86 79.63 111.00 95.00 97.50 100.00 104.00 110.00

Industrial raw materials (US$; % change) 11.3 -5.3 -25.6 45.4 22.5 -13.0 2.4 -1.3 1.2 2.2

Food, feedstuffs & beverages (US$; % change) 30.9 28.1 -20.3 10.7 30.3 -12.5 -6.8 -1.8 4.5 3.3

Exchange rates (av)
¥:US$ 118 103 94 88 80 78 80 81 82 83

US$:€ 1.37 1.47 1.39 1.33 1.39 1.28 1.25 1.23 1.24 1.26
* PPP = Purchasing-power parity.  

Source: Economist Intelligence Unit.

Commodity prices will mostly be
lower, on average, in 2012


